Imaging interferometric lithography, combining off-axis illumination, multiple exposures covering different regions of spatial frequency space, and pupil plane filters to ensure uniform frequency-space coverage, is a relatively new imaging concept that provides an approach to accessing the fundamental, linear-systems-resolution limits of optics. With an air medium between the lens and the wafer, the highest spatial frequency available with 244-nm exposure tool with a numerical aperture of 0.9 corresponds to a half-pitch of 68-nm. Allowing for ϳ10% subbands above this central frequency, this suggests that ϳ75-nm half-pitch patterns should be accessible. A 22ϫ reduction imaging interferometric lithography testbed demonstration of printing a non-periodic (arbitrary) 86-nm half-pitch pattern is reported. This result was achieved with a simple chrome-on-glass mask without the use of any mask-based resolution-enhancement techniques such as phase-shift or optical proximity correction. Scaling this result to a 193 nm wavelength and an immersion numerical aperture of 1.3 directly addresses the 45-nm half-pitch node.
I. INTRODUCTION
The tremendous growth of the microelectronics industry has enabled today's digital revolution. A driving force has been the steady improvement in semiconductor manufacturing technology, especially in lithographic pattern definition, enabling the continuous increase in the functionality and speed of integrated circuits. Moore's Law 1,2 has both predicted and driven the remarkable advances in increased chip area, decreased feature size and improved circuit design. The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, developed by the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), serves as the industry standard version of Moore's Law. 3 The current industry roadmap, looking forward to the 65-nm technology node by 2007 and 45-nm technology node by 2010, demands a decision on lithographic technology for these nodes in the near future.
A number of new or next-generation lithography technologies are being developed to meet the SIA roadmap demands. Some of the technologies being considered as alternatives to traditional optical lithography include extreme ultraviolet (EUVL), electron projection, and nanoimprint lithographies. While these NGL technologies hold promise, it is unclear which, if any, will become the prevailing technology for mass production in the future, especially given the near-term requirements of the roadmap. 4 Additional attention is being placed on extensions of optical lithography. One particularly promising technique is liquid immersion lithography 5 that allows an increase in the resolution of up to a factor of the liquid refractive index (n H 2 O = 1.44 at 193 nm). 6 This represents a 44% resolution improvement, larger than the 28% wavelength reduction from 248-to 193-nm, or the problematic 23% reduction from 193-to 157-nm. It is therefore important to investigate the ultimate resolution capabilities of optical lithography and to investigate imaging techniques that offer practical approaches to reaching those ultimate limits.
Interferometric lithography provides a simple technique that allows access to features approaching the resolution limits of optics. 7, 8 Integration of interferometric lithography with conventional optical lithography 9 offers an optics-based lithographic capability for at least the 45-nm half-pitch generation. 10 The minimum half-pitch feature interferometric lithography can access is given by the well-known equation, ⌳ half-min = /4n sin , where is the exposure wavelength, n is the refractive index of the immersion medium and the two beams propagate at angles of ± with respect to the wafer surface normal. For 244-nm exposures in air ͑n = 1.0͒ and a maximum NA= n sin of 0.9, this minimum half-pitch is 68-nm. For an imaging system, the ultimate resolution does not reach this level as a result of the need to capture the information in the pattern-dependent sidebands around the fundamental frequency. Assuming that a bandwidth of ϳ10% around the center frequency is needed for a typical pattern, a system with these capabilities will be able to print ϳ75-nm half-pitch patterns. There remains the issue of realizing this resolution in the face of the nonlinear properties of optical imaging; optical proximity correction and phase-shift masks are well-studied directions for enhancing the resolution of an lithographic image.
Imaging Interferometric Lithography (IIL), using off-axis illumination at the limits of the pupil along with pupil-plane filters, to ensure a uniform frequency-space coverage, is a relatively new imaging concept that provides an approach to accessing the fundamental linear system resolution limits of optics. The resolution limits of conventional optical lithography reflect the low-pass spatial-frequency characteristies of the imaging system. IIL eases many of the constraints that limit the capabilities of conventional optical lithography and a)
Electronic mail: smolev@chtm.unm.edu offers a path to the ultimate linear systems which limits of optics extends to dense CDs of ϳ /3NA (NA= n sin for immersion) for arbitrary patterns. Significant benefits of IIL, especially for high-NA optics, include the ability to optimize the polarization for the highest spatial frequencies, and to vary relative intensities and contrast of the multiple images separately in the x-and y-directions for 2D mask patterns.
II. IIL
IIL was introduced 9, 11 as a technique to cover the extremes of frequency space by tilting the illumination as far as possible off-axis. With the NAs of ϳ0.6 available at that time, this required tilts that were beyond the limits of the imaging pupil and consequently reintroduction of a zeroorder beam on the image side of the lens. The first experiments showed a successful result for the 2-µm CD using = 364 nm and NA= 0.04 equivalent to a Rayleigh 1 of 0.22. 12 The next step towards higher NAs and smaller features was made using = 364 nm and NA= 0.356 with the principals of IIL applied in only one direction because of the difficult optical system resulting from the small working distance of the lens. A CD of 250 nm was achieved, equivalent to a 1 ϳ 0.25. 13 With today's very high NA lenses of sin ϳ 0.9, it is sufficient to set the offset to the largest value allowed by the lens NA and to retain the zero-order beam within the lens, eliminating the need for an around-the-lens interferometer. Thus, IIL is similar to quadrupole off-axis illumination with a small partial coherence for each off-axis illumination beam, and with quadrupole oriented along the principal (x, y) axes of a Manhattan geometry pattern to maximize the extent of the spatial frequency capture (as in dipole illumination, but with only a single mask). The x-and y-axis spatial frequencies are covered with separate off-axis illumination exposures. As NAs are increased even further with the use of liquid immersion techniques, control over the light polarization will become a critical issue. TE polarization retains full contrast while the contrast of TM is reduced and phase shifted at higher angles. 10 The choice of proper polarization for the high spatial frequency components in orthogonal directions dramatically improves the resist patterns.
Quadrupole off-axis illumination inherently emphasizes low frequencies at the expense of high frequencies because each of the exposures redundantly covers the same lowfrequency information, while the high frequencies are covered only in individual exposures. Pupil plane filters can be used to eliminate these multiple coverages and thereby provide a uniform transfer function and an improved image. 14 In this paper, we present our initial results at demonstrating IIL at high NAs and at feature sizes approaching the ultimate limits outlined above. The experimental testbed uses a 244-nm, cw Ar-ion laser source and a 0.9 NA lens. The optical system includes a relayed imaging system pupil plane on the mask side of the imaging lens to allow insertion of pupil plane filters. As detailed below, our first results demonstrate resolution for arbitrary patterns to at least an 86-nm half pitch ͑ I ϳ 0.32͒ with a simple binary mask without the need for either optical proximity correction or phase-shift mask-based resolution enhancement techniques. Scaling this result to 193-nm and to an immersion NA of 1.3 directly gives the 45-nm half-pitch node.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A 0.5-W, cw, intracavity doubled, Ar-ion laser at 244 nm was the illumination source for the IIL exposures. A cylindrical lens was used to correct for the frequency-doublinginduced astigmatism and to get a spatial distribution close to TEM 00 . A polarizer and a half-wave plate were used to control the beam intensity. A second half-wave plate is used to control the polarization of the beam for the various IIL exposures. A pair of steering mirrors allows control of the offaxis angle-of-illumination of the mask for the various exposures. A schematic of the experimental layout is shown in Fig. 1 .
The key element of the optical system is the 0.9 NA "cheetah" lens (TROPEL). Lens specifications are presented in Table I . The imaging pupil plane inside the lens is inaccessible. Therefore, a set of transform lenses is used to relay the pupil plane to an accessible position for the insertion of pupil plane filters. The lens is catadioptric with central obscuration of 15% of the NA. Specifically, this means that coherent illumination at normal incidence is not possible be- cause the lens blocks the zero-order beam. Thus, an off-axis strategy must be adopted for the low-frequency portions of the image as well as for the high frequencies in the IIL spectral decomposition. An optical schematic of the 22ϫ reduction imaging system is shown in Fig. 2 . The optical system was simulated with standard ray-tracing software. The full 100ϫ 100 m 2 field-of-view at the wafer plane has a wavefront flatness of 0.82 waves. There are several addition elements in the setup that are associated with visual feedback of the image focus. The depth of focus for the high-frequency IIL exposures is only ϳ200-nm, requiring precise z-positioning of the wafer; since only a single level is printed, there is no x-y positioning requirement. Wafer flatness is not an issue for the small lens field-of-view. For visual feedback of the image focus we built an optical system associated with the beamsplitter cube in the primary optical path that provides a real-time view of the image, i.e., magnifies the reflection of the mask image from the photoresist surface back through the Cheetah and projects the image onto a CCD camera. Since the optical system onto the camera can accommodate an out-of-focus image, it is necessary to simultaneously image the reflected pattern as well as artifacts on the photoresist surface.
The mask patterns are Manhattan structure patterns [dense/isolated nested ells with a large box (10 CD) to present a range of spatial frequencies]. The binary chromeon-glass mask does not incorporate any optical proximity correction (OPC) or phase shift mask (PSM) features. As a result of the 22ϫ reduction, the mask fabrication was relatively straightforward and posed no special issues.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS

A. Pupil plane filters
PROLITH™ simulations were used prior to the experiment to provide insight into resolution and exposure strategies. PROLITH can simulate the IIL image process using custom sources and pupil plane filters and different polarizations. From the simulation, the optimal parameters can be obtained as evaluated from the areal image and the developed photoresist patterns. Figure 3(a) shows a simulation result for a 3-exposure IIL for a CD of 86-nm. Figure 3(b) shows the pupil plane filters that were used for this simulation. The filter for the high x-spatial frequencies includes a small hole at the edge of the pupil that transmits the zeroorder beam. In the experiment, the filter is put in place and the off-axis tilt is adjusted to ensure that the zero-order beam is cleanly transmitted through the 0.5-mm hole ͑ = 0.003͒. A very small size is required in order to maximize the spatial frequency content of the image. The maximum spatial frequency transmitted through the optical system with this filter in place is 2NA/ and corresponds to the 68-nm half pitch discussed earlier. The black regions of the spatial filter block the low-frequency spectral components of the image because these components would otherwise be covered in both the high x-frequency (left filter) and high y-frequency exposures (right filter) and would therefore be overrepresented in the final image. The "batwings" at 45°from the zero-order aperture represent frequencies that are covered in one of the high frequency exposures and blocked in the other. The small circular regions around each zero-order aperture eliminate the low spatial frequencies that are covered in the lowfrequency (center filter) exposure. The zero-order beam is directed through the center of the aperture in this exposure. The hole is offset to allow for the central lens obscuration. The same coverage could be accomplished with only two exposures by extending the transparent "vee" regions all the way to the zero-order aperture. There are two reasons that the present scheme was chosen. First, the alignment of the two apertures becomes critical if a two-exposure scheme is chosen since there are strong spectral components in the low frequency region that must be captured for a faithful image. This is not critical in the present scheme since there are no strong spectral components at the transitions from blocked to open in the present filters. Second, for the "vee" geometry (and for conventional imaging) the strong spectral components at low frequencies and those corresponding to the dense lines and spaces interfere with each other resulting in strong autocorrelation (dark-field) components, which can distort the final image. In the present scheme these components are separated into different exposures and the unwanted interference terms are completely eliminated. After simulating many different pupil plane filters geometries, we found that this set of filters gives the best imaging results for the present pattern. 
B. Photoresist/ARC stack
Because of the relatively small depth-of-focus and the small pattern CD, the ARC and PR thickness have to be very carefully optimized. Optimal thicknesses as obtained from the PROLITH simulation are: ARC ͑90± 8͒-nm, PR ͑100± 10͒-nm. The bottom ARC was DUV 64-3 from Brewer Science. The photoresist was DUV 210-0.6 from Shipley Corp. The DUV 210-0.6 photoresist was diluted with the ES solvent 11 for a final thickness of ϳ110-nm after spinning.
C. Exposures
The exposure process starts with insertion of the x-direction pupil plane filter and setting the focal position using a reduced intensity beam and the real-time focusing system. At this point the mask and wafer are fixed relative to each over, no further adjustment of the positions is allowed. Then the first exposure is carried out, the pupil plane filter is rotated by 90°(to provide the y-pupil filter) and the second exposure is carried out. Then the low frequency pupil plane filter is inserted and the third exposure is made. A postexposure bake at 130°C for 1-min on a vacuum chucked hot plate, followed by a 45-s CD-26 puddle develop completes the processing
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A preliminary set of exposures with periodic grating patterns was carried out to assess the optical system resolution capability. Figure 4 shows the resulting photoresist pattern for a 80-nm half-pitch grating, demonstrating that the optical system has the expected spatial-frequency bandwidth.
A scanning electron micrograph SEM of the developed PR pattern for 3-exposure IIL for the 244-nm wavelength with 0.9 NA lens at CD ϳ86-nm is shown in Fig. 5(a) . This was done using the 1.9-µm CD mask. The hole in the middle of the square is due to overexposure. A PROLITH™ simulation for an overexposed image shows similar results [see Fig. 5(b) ]. The disappearance of the corner of the fifth line is due to overexposure as well as possible flare; work is underway to improve the pattern definition. Also deviation from the optimum ARC and PR thicknesses can cause similar problems. The image has well-defined line extensions (isolated lines); the dense lines are clear and well separated which indicates that the imaging system is performing well. The defects in the features are due only to photoresist and exposure issues, not to the IIL imaging capabilities.
VI. CONCLUSION
The 244-nm IIL setup has demonstrated a capability of printing patterns with a CD compatible with industrial needs. We have achieved ϳ86-nm half-pitch features at a 244-nm wavelength with 0.9 NA without any additional mask-based RETs (PSM or OPC). The implication is that IIL can minimize the use of mask-based RETs, thereby reducing mask cost and improving cost of ownership (COO). This conclusion is supported by a recent simulation analysis 10 modeling the printing of similar pattern at the 45-nm half-pitch node using immersion ͑NAϳ 1.3͒ and a 193-nm source without the use of any mask-based RETs. Comparing the simulation results and the present PR patterns shows that IIL is capable of printing small patterns. The defects on the photoresist pattern are associated with photoresist and exposure issues, not with the resolution. Introducing the real-time focusing technique was a critical step that dramatically improved the results of the experiment. Control over the polarization was not critical at these dimensions but it will be very important as the CD is scaled further with immersion techniques.
The size of the printed pattern can be scaled using the simple relation CDϰ/ NA. In the present experiment we have achieved ϳ86-nm with a 244-nm source and a 0.9-NA lens. Switching to a 193-nm source and a 1.3 immersion NA leads directly to a ϳ47-nm half-pitch-again without the need for any mask-based RETs such as phase shift and OPC. Simulation predicts that the resolution of the present system extends to ϳ75-nm. This would seales to a ϳ41-nm halfpitch for the 193-nm immersion system.
In the future we plan to optimize the exposure parameters for the 3-exposure IIL and evaluate the resolution limit of the system using IIL using both simulation and experiment. We would like to print different patterns on the current setup such as via holes. Apodization of the pupil plane filters can be used to improve image quality. 15 Scaling to the 45-nm half-pitch node will require use of 193-nm source and an immersion exposure medium in order to achieve 1.15/1.3 NA systems. With this extended testbed, polarization and hyper-NA effects will be investigated. FIG. 4 . SEM of PR lines with a CD of ϳ86-nm, demonstrating that the optical system has the expected spatial frequency bandwidth. Those lines were exposed using a mask and a single off-axis exposure without any pupil plane filter.
FIG. 5.
(a) SEM of developed PR for 3-exposure IIL for a CD of ϳ86-nm at a 244-nm wavelength and 0.9 NA. Isolated lines and the square edge of the box are well defined, dense lines are cleared; (b) modeling of 3-exposure IIL for a CD of ϳ86 nm for an overexposed condition; shows the same hole in the middle of the square implying that this feature on the pattern is due to exposure issues not to the imaging.
